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Formatting changes concerning the manuscript: MS: 9884557372579098- (Recognition of depression in people of different cultures: a qualitative study)

Thank you for your confirmation that BMC Family Practice will publish our manuscript (above). We have tried to make revisions according to requested formatting changes as accounted for below.

Major revisions

1. Reference 10- This reference is incomplete. Please include the city in book citation details.

   We have added the city in book citation details

2. Tables – tables must be created using a Tables tool, and should not be linked files, figures, or generated with tabbed text. We recommend the MS Word auto-format template: simple 1…

   We have created a table using MS Word auto-format.

Minor revisions

1. Table with Roman numerals. Please rename all tables using standars numbers …

   We have renamed table 1 in our manuscript and used standard numbers.

We hope that our manuscript now is acceptable for publication in your journal.

With all best wishes,

Arja Lehti, a corresponding author